
Performance is an attitude

Impossible 
to ignore
Introducing the all-new Audi RS Q3 
and first ever RS Q3 Sportback 



Meet your new best friend – as eager as you 

are for the next journey to begin.  

The Audi RS Q3 and RS Q3 Sportback are 

compact high-performance SUVs that make 

everyday driving supremely exhilarating.  

The legendary 2.5-litre TFSI engine 

combined with iconic quattro all-wheel  

drive creates a tremendously fast, responsive 

car that delivers on power and style in  

equal measures.  

It’s packed with comfort and innovative 

technology like the MMI navigation plus 

that provides exact navigation instructions 

at the touch of your fingertips and a crisp 

Bang & Olufsen sound system for epic  

road-trips. The RS sport exhaust delivers  

the final word, providing a dynamic look  

and distinctive sound. 

Performance  
is an attitude

RS Q3 Sportback

RS Q3



This versatile sprinter doesn’t disappoint on the 

inside either. There’s space for up to five people 

and the rear seat can be adjusted in a variety 

of different ways – taking the luggage space 

from 530 litres to 1,400 litres in the RS Q3 

Sportback, and an enormous 1,525 litres in  

the RS Q3.  

In both models, the front is all about the driver: 

the Audi virtual cockpit’s 10.25-inch fully  

digital instrument cluster provides you with  

high-resolution data that tells you everything 

you need to know at a glance. With safety 

systems that help with lane departure warning 

and a rear-view camera system, all you have  

to do is sit back in your Fine Nappa Leather 

seats with honeycomb stitching and embrace 

the pleasure of driving this spirited SUV.  

Trusted 
adventure 
partner



Immediately recognisable RS-specific 

elements add to the already aggressive 

good looks of this playful adventurer.  

The distinctive design shows off some of  

the impressive engineering, hinting at the 

high-octane performance under the hood. 

The combination of flared wheel arches  

and the 21-inch alloy wheels helps it cling 

to the road, even under tricky conditions. 

From the rear, the RS sport exhausts and 

RS-specific roof edge spoiler make its 

intentions abundantly clear. Matrix LED 

headlights shine the way – ensuring the 

future is bright no matter where the road 

may lead.  

Unconventional 
charmer



RS sport exhausts 21-inch wheelsMatrix LED headlights

Award winning engine Honeycomb stitched Fine Nappa seatsAudi virtual cockpit

Model
highlights

Available as both RS Q3 and RS Q3 Sportback



Find your nearest Audi Sport Dealer
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